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apologise to Mr. Mortensen, and other readers, for not
making it clear that Mr. Dickins was merely claiming
that it was the first time that a diagram of the version
had been published.
Corrections. Problem A in Selected Problems, p524,
May, 1975, requires a BPd3, otherwise there is no solu-
tion after 1 . . . Be?! Problem I in N. Malafienko's
article (p554, July issue) is cooked by 1.Bxc4; perhaps
a BPb5 would cure it--or starting the WB on h3 in-
stead of fl?
The Sower sows . . .. This competition proved very
popular, and Anthony Dickins asks us to acknowledge
with gratitude over 70 entries from the following: U.
Castellari, M. Crumlish, W. Dittmann, B. Ellinghoven,
C. R. Flood, N. Guttman, E. Holladay, W. Keym, M.
Klasinc, Sir Jeremy Morse, B. Ostruh, J. M. Rice, F'
Salazar, J. J. Secker, Th. Steudel, and A. Thoma. The
judgment will be published in the first issue of 1976.

Informal tourneys 1976. Ttre British Chess Magazine
has the following tourneys (with judges): direct mates
(C. Vaughan); S# (C. R. Flood); H* (G.W. Jensch);
other types (C. R. Flood). Send to C. J. Feather, I
Perth Road, Stamford, Lincs, England.

SOCIETY NOTICES
We welcome new Members in P. H. Clarke, P. J.

Flower (Belgium), J. Bhattacharya (India), J. de Jong
(Ilolland), Olga P. Rogers (U.S.A.), M. Schwalbach (W'
Germany), C. Boy, G. Doukhan and H. Nougier
(France).

The judges for the Society's Informal Tourneys in
1976 will be J. E. Driver for two-movers and G. F.
Anderson for three-movers.

Those Members who have not yet renewed their sub-
scriptions for 1976 are reminded that dre rate will be

f2.50 for Mernbers and f,5 for Fellows.

SYNTHETICS bY J. G' Grevatt
Synthefic No. 93. 3 moves. Key 1. Qhl waiting. 1 . . .

BxQ 2. KxcT f3* 3. Bd6. I ... BxR 2. QxB threat
3. Qa8. I ... d3 2. Qh8. I ...rBL2 2. Qel threat 3. Qxb4.
| . . .Bxc} 2. Ba7 +. 1 . . . f3 2. Sfz' Duals after some

unspecified variations.
Synthetic N. Non'ladder. Mate in 5. 1. Rd6*BxR

(best) 2. BxS*KxB 3. SxB*KeS 4. Re7*KxS 5. BxP
discovering mate. A ptize of f,2 is offered for the best

reconstruction despatohed before the April/July 1976

number appears. Allowance will be made for postal

delays. In the event of a tie' the winner will be selected

at random by the winnet of F'2'66 (July 1974).
Synthetic 90' illustrated on
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Book Reviews: History of Fairy Chess/Parton
Extravaganza 5'76

NOTES AND QUOTES
Sources and Anticipations. We are grateful to two
readers for information about some of the problems in
the article by Kardos and Rago on miniature two-move
themes in the May issue (p534/5). Jan Mortensen sends

ttre following: No I (also notified by the author) -com-pare F. Lazard, Bull. Fed. Franc. d'Echecs, 19?5, Kb7,
Qg8, Bh8, Se6, Se8, Be7; Ke7, */ l. Qh7. No
}.-the source should read Stockholms Allmbnna Schach
Klubs fest 29-10-27. No 10 is not by Nils G. G. van
Dijk of Norway, burt by Nico van Dijk of Holland. No
11 is not by Knud }fannemann, but an abbreviation of
a 3-mover by his father, H. Hannemann-Kel' Qa6,
Ral, Rhl, Sg3, Pe4; Ke5, Qg7, +3' l. Se2, Kxe4; 2.

Qe6. J..., Pg5; 2. Ra4. I ..., Pg6; 2. Rh4.

Sir Jeremy Morse sends alternative settings of the
first three themes: No 1*N. G. G. van Dijk, Arn. Ch.
Bull., 1961, Kg4, Qfl, Ba6, Sd5, d8, Pc7; Kd6' l.Sf7+
shows plus flights with difierent mates, although with
a ohecking key; No 2--C. I. Morse, The Field' 1961,

Ke8, Qa8, Bc5, Pb4, c2; Kb5, *2, l. Qd9, a withdrawal
key that gives three of the four star flights. No 3-W.
A.'shinkman, 1915, Kb4, Qa6, Rhl, Pd2; Kb2, Bh8,
SeA, *L 1. Qe2 predates Gidbel's albino with a better
key but less play. Sir Jeremy concludes: "I could men-
tion rnany mini'atture tasks not shown in the article; the
mosrt classica,l is: I. F. Ling, Problemist, 1953, Kd5,

Qh6, Rb6, e5; Ka5, Ra4, Bd7, 1. Qc6, which shows

the full WK six mates."

Mr. Mortensen also refers to problem N in Anthony
Dickins's selected problems (p525 of the same issue)
saving that this version of the famous Loyd problem
has 6een known since it was pointed out by R'
L'Hermet in a letter to Faity Chess Review, October'
1937, whereas, from the text in the Problemist, it might
appear that it was by Mr. Dckins or Mr. Trumper. We

I

M. Parthasarathy and
Dr. S. SubrahmanYam

5 HM BCF 1962

left, was set as a tribute to the
late Dr. Subrahmanyam, who
had such an outstanding record
as a solver in this column. Fit-
tingly several solvers wrote to
say how enjoyable an exercise
they found it. It proved very
difficult to work out the basic
logic of battery, half-Pi' "d a
prospeerve prn, Dut tne con- I
struotion seems effortle.t. nF"Z !
stops l. Sc3*; alternatively
WRal can be on bl which
saves a pawn but is perhaPs
less artistic.
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NEWCOMERS' CORNER
by A. J. Fenner and E. W. Beal

Tasks. We are prompted to write a short note on
"tasks" after consideration of C5663 and tire comment
it has evoked. The descrip'tion "task-pro lem" is often
used to describe a problem in which some particular
manoeuvre is repeated a number of times at or near
the maximum possible number. In a Z-er, examples
are: six flights of BK (seven with a checking key),
twelve mates by WQ (the "Queen's Cross"), etc. Many
such were shown years ago, and a useful outline can
be found in C. S. Kipping's "Chess Problem Science",
1938, based on his researches in the White-Hume Prob-
lem Collection of which he was the curator.

In C5663, Dr. J. Fulpius attempted to break the
present record of eight added mates in a complete
block 2-er. The key Qe3 takes the set flight, but unpins
the BQ whose moves generate nine variations. As Sir
Jeremy Morse has noted, two af the mating rnoves
occur as set play.

Study of the play reveals a major dual after I
Sa6 by 2. Sxa6 or 2. Qb6. Another unfortunate feature
of the problem is that WRh5 takes no part in the set
play.

It is often, though by no means always, the case
that the closer one approaches the absolute maximum
of a task feature, the less aesthetically pleasing a prob-
lem will becorne. We decided to explore the effect of
re-arranging C5663, giving more attention to existing
blernishes than to the task aspect. A few minutes, work
yielded Diagram A, which has a set batterv mate after
I . . .- PxPch, changed to a S mate after the key; this
provides a pre-key justification for the WR. and reduces
the force needed to control it. The same number of
new mates occur without any of the duals of the
original, _producing a problem which is more satisfying
despite the rather ungainly cluster of Wps on the 5th
A Dr. J. Fulpius

C5663 (Version)
B C. Vaughan

-/-)
l. Qe3, Waiting

and 6th ranks. This seems to be an example of a
problem in which established principles of good con-
struction were sacrificed too readily in achieving a
task.

Diagram B is a contribution from our General Editor
showing added mates in a non-block situation.
Three fold Schiffmann

Our suggested matrix attracted a few good efforts
at reconstruction of the problem. C. McSheehy sEt the
three Schiffmann self-pins satisfactorily, but chose a
very poor key. J. L. Sheets also, but guarded the board
too well introducing a dual after the K-flight. Derek
Morris used.the threat to answer the flight. Both A. F.
Vickers and R. Bartholomew introduced a fourth pin-
mate after the flight (the point we were looking for),
the latter with a slightly neater version. We award the
prize to Riohard Bartholomew, who reminds us that
he was a McWilliam Tourney prizewinner in 1956; his
construction is given in diagram C.

SOLUTIONS (July)
61 (furke) Rg5. Waiting I . PxS, 2. BxS; I . . .

PxR, 2. Se5; l...PxP, 2. RxP; 1...Pc4, 2. Sd4;
I . . S any, 2. Rg3. Neatly constructed incomplete
block with a key which is not too obvious. Not exciting,
but shows that Mr. Turke's hand has not lost its cun-
ning.

62 (Swindley) Sd7. Threat 2. Qd3 I . . . QxS, 2. RxQ;
I . ., QxPch., 2. SxQ;l . . . Qg3, 2. Se5; I . ., eb6,
2. Qe5; 1 . . . Rb6, 2. Sc2:' 1 . .. RxP, 2. Sb3; 1 . ..
Sfz, 2. Qe3. The key unpins the BQ, but pins the S,
with well varied mates following the Q's defensive
moves. The composer added a footnote: "Magnificent
illustration of fringe variation"; perhaps a little hard
on his problem, as so much importance attaches to
the key.

63 (Beal) BfS. Threat 2. Sd6. I . Bd4, 2. pxR;
t . . . Rd4, 2. Sc3; 1 . . . Sd4, 2. Sxp; I . . . pd4,
2. Qb7 | The try Bxc5 fails to I . . . Sd4, white having
blocked the mating square. There is also a try exR
threatening 2. QxP, to which the unpins of the S are
also defences (1 . . . Pd4! defeats). Mr. Beal would
have preferred the defence I . . . pd4, after the key,
to_{9t91{ only by the unpin, and not also by providing
a BK flieht.

64 (Pypa) Se3.'fhreat 2. Sf5ch and 3, Sf4 I . . . Bxp,
Be4 or 8e6,2. Se5 and mate by 3. Sf7 or Sg4. A neat
little miniature in which the B is lured to a square
from which it cannot arrive at e6 on its second move.
1. Sd7? is defeated by I . . , BaZ, c3, etc.

Regrettably, Colin Vaughan's 60 (June) seems to be
cooked by Qe2.

This month's pro lems fo sol\/ing
65 Dr. K. Fabelt 66 W. E. F. Fillery

(W. Germany) (Canada)
67 J. S. Tymms 6E J. B. Tomson

(Australia)
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SELECTED PROBLEMS
TWO MOVERS by C. Mansfield

In A, a celebrated end-game composer blossoms out
as a two-mover task-master by discovering that eight
cross-check variations are possible. The key is unavoid-
ably strong and provisional but the fligJrt-square is a
decided embellishment. Readers who have not pur-
chased "A tribute to G. F. Anderson" will probably not
have seen B. It is a delightful problem with a mixture
of seven mates, four brought about by liberated black
pieces.

C blends Novotnys and Grimshaws very cleverly. The
solver has to decide whether the key is the "Novotny"
move 1. Rb7 (cutting off two black men) provoking
"Grimshaw" replies (mutual black interferences) on c3,

or whether it is 1. Bc3 doing just the reverse.
D is another problem with an excellent try, which'

like the key, olfers the black king t-wo flight-squares.

THREE MOVERS by R. C. O. Matthews
This issue's selections are taken from 154 norske

miniatyrproblemer by Ivar Godal, and have been chosen
and annotated by your General Editor. This has been
occasioned by the domestic u,pheaval following a move
from Oxford to Carnbridge by Professor Matthews
(co,mrniserations!) to become Masrter of Clare College
(congratulations !). IIis new address is The Master's
Lodge, Clare College, Carnbridge, CB2 lTL.

Although in E it is obvious that the 596 will make
the keymove, the actual key is the least likely of the
three most likely looking moYes, so that the solver is
encouraged to examine all three. The two mates are
chameleon echo models, by the waY!

White cannot immediately play 1. Qg1, threatening

A A. Cheron B G. F. Anderson C G. Brogi P J. Savournin E Harold Eliassen

Journal de Genive, Y, The observer 1929 _ lst pr. 2nd pr' Arbeiderbladet 1973

lg72 Bottacchi -Memorial Europe Echecs 1973
Ty, 1972

2. Rh8+ in F because of I . . . PalQ! He therefore has
to induce black to block the diagonal by 1... Pf6 first.
There is quite a bit of by-play, and every piece is in
just the right place.

In G, the direct attack by l. Qal * fails because of
1 . . . Kb4; 2. Qa6, Be8! White must thersfore go the
long way round. The model after 1 . . . Kb4; 2. Qb3+,
KcS: 3.Pb4* is most unusual.

MORE MOVERS by E. E. Zepler
The four problems in this issue are from the Informal

Tourney for more-movers of Die Schwalbe, 1973. The
standard of the problems is rernarkably high and
readers will find delight in solving them. H deservedly
obtained lst prize and one does not know what to ad-
mire more, the crystal-clear strategy or the elegance of
play, emphas'ized by switchbacks of the bR and the wB.

In J the Plachutta on d7 is seen at a glance, but the
way in which the interferences of the bQ and bB are
utilized is highly original and makes one easily forget
the overloaded position.

In K the judge rightly praises the pretty waiting play
of the white rooks which puts black in zugzwang. He is,
however, wrong in my opinion in speaking of two
subsequent R-R Turtons. In that case the square h2
would play the role of a cutting point which it does
not. If, for instance, the hR stood initially on h4 the
problem would solve just the sarne, starting with l. Rhl
896 2. gR-hz Pb4 3. Rg2 Bh5 4. Rh5 896 5. gR-h2.
For comparison, a problem by Dr. A. Kraemer, deliber-
ately composed as a pseudo-Turton may be added (Kg8,
Re7, h3, Sf3, Pc3; Khl, Qgl, Bh2, Sc2. Pe2, e7 *4,
Die Welt, 1952, 1. Rh8!)

Dr. B. Ebner
2nd pr.

F. Genenncher
3rd pr.

I

Joralf Grande [I
Bilten 1964

V. Padrman
lst Pr.

%u**
%^%

%ffiw
******
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L M. Zucker
2nd hon. M.

M Jorge J. Lois
lst Pr. leenschach

W. Karsch Mem. Ty.
73-75

N Janko Furman
lst Pr. feenschach

Inf. Ty. Mem. W.
Karsch 2l-6-74

O Dr. Vlr Dittmann
lst Pr. Die Schwalbe

155 Th. Ty. 74-75

P F. Schutzhold
Constr. Task Comp.

22-6-74

W retracts 5, Bl4 mov- t'3 UlIra double oap- l l dual free consecu-
es then H;4.1 (Proca ture compulsion - tively increasing seriestYPe) mates

L is not difficult to solve but neverthelcss it is a real
gem. That the bPc4 is forced to block the line b1-h7
and thus permits the wK the vital waiting move to f5
comes as a great surprise.

OTHER TYPES by A. S. M. Dickins
In M, three excelsiors lead to a surprising stalematc.

In N, three en pussant retrastions and an uncastle sur-
prisingly compel another uncastle, to enthusiastic ap-
plause from tt'e feenschacy'r solvers. Jus;t as Double-
maximummer means that W as well as 81 must play
the longest move, so in 0 both W and Bl must capture
each move, and the Ultra prefix signifies that if no
capture is possible then the position is reckoned stale-
rnate. This composition shows a happy cyclic relatio,tr-
ship between try and play. In P, the diagram shows a
dual-free mate in I by B, which is then removed from
the board leaving a dual-free series-mate in 2 by the aS,
which is removed from the board leaving a dual-free
series-mate in 3 by the 7P, etc., up to the dual-free
series-mate in 11 by "the f2P. There were 3 other (less
economical) positions showing 11, indicating that 12
might perhaps be possible.

SOLUTIONS
A - 1. Re3. B - 1. Rc6. C - 1. Bc3 (not 1. Rb7,

Qe8). D - 1. Be6 (not 1. Se6, RxeR).
E-1. Se7? b5; 2. Sd5, Pxc4; 3. ScTl but I . . . Pxa5!

1. Se5? 2. B5+, Kb6; 3. Sd7;e but I ... b5! Therefore
1. Sf8! b5(Pxa5); 2. Se6(b5+), Pxc4(Kb6); 3. Sc7(Sd7)#.
F-1. Qal, t6; 2. Qel and 3. Rh8l. I . . . f5; 2. Rh8+,

Kc5(a4); 3. Pba(Qa3)*. 1...Be8; 2. QxeS etc. I ... Bc2;
2. Qb8, Ka4; 3. Qb5 model mate.

H-1. Pe5! Rb6 (1 ... Bxe5? 2. Sf8!) 2. Bel Rb4 3.

Pc4 Rxc4 4. Bh4 Bxe5 5. Sf8 (1. Sf8 Se5!) J-1. Rd7
QxdT 2. Pc5! Pb5 3. Sc6+ Q/Sxc6 4. Sf5/Sb5+, I . . .

BxdT 2. Rel Pf5 3. Se6* B/Sxe6 4. Sbs/Sfs+ K-
1. Rh4 Be6 2. gR-hz Pb4 3. Rg2 Bh5 4. Rhl 896 5.
gR-h2 Bxfz 6. Rxf2 I-1. Kf5? Pbz! l. Bh7 PbZ 2.
Bbl Pc3 3. Kf5 Pc2 4.8a2.

M-1-5. cl-B; 6---7. Bxa5; 8. Bc7; 9-11 al:B;
l4*15. Ba7:'16.b6;17. Rb7; 18. Qb8; 19. Kc8; 20. Sd8;
2l-15. el:B; 26. Bb4;27. Rel; 28. Re8; 29. Be7; 30.
d6 for fxe8:Q: N-1-3. ret. e, f, c, x f, g, h e.p.; 4.
ret. 000, 00; 5. ret. b3xBo4 and play c8:Q* Black can-
no.t rotract 4. - Sh3-f4 and play Bgl-e3*, because
this does not leave TV enough tempo moves to legalise
the position. G-1. Qc5? only Kg2 1 Rc5? only Kh4 1.

Bc5? only Kf4 so l. Kg7, Kg2; 2. Rc5, Kgl; 3. Rcl*
I . . . Kh4; 2. BcS, Kh5; 3. Be7* l. . . Kf4; 2. Qc5; Ke4;
3. Qe1* (l . . . Se4; 2. Qe7, KeZlf4; t QakT*) P-18,
2aS, 37P, 4fS, 5a5P, 696P, 795P, 8f5P, 9f4P, 10f3P,
llKh2 then 10 by f2P.

FORMAL OOMPOSING TOURNEYS
Schwalbe Theme Tourneys. No 157 is for problems in
Wandelschach (transformation chess) in which, on
playing to a square on the lst, 2nd, 7th, or 8th ranks,
men change to the piece that originally stood on that
square. Thus if 1. Rb8, the WR becomes a BS; 1. Rb7,
it becomes a BP; 1.0--O, and the WR changes to a
WB! Pawns obviously cannot promote, but change their
colour-and hence direction-on reaching the 2nd and
7th ranks. Kings are exempt from the rule, but any
other piece landing on el or e8 becomes a king; rex
multiplex rules then apply. Problems may be of any
type and length, and may be combined with any other
fairy idea, but no fairy pieces or impossible positions.
The judges are Kurt Bacmeister and Hans Kliiver.

No 15E is in two sections: 1 for Magnapromoter
problems (a Magnapromoter is a pawn which, after
promoting normally, promotes again each time it moves
on to the promo,tion rank-even in successive moves);
judges are Hanspeter Suwe and A. Thoma. Section II is
for Summapromoter problems (a Summapromoter dif-
fers from the Magnapromoter in that, after its first
promotion, it promotes again each time it moves any-
where); judges are E. Holladay and F. M. Mihalek.

The only types of problems allowed in both tourneys
are direct mates and stalemates, S*, H+ and HP, and
series versions of any of the foregoing. Send in dupli-
cate by 1-3-76 to Hans-Dieter Leiss, Kronprinzenstrasse
10, D-55 Trier, West Germany.
Anniversary Tourneys. The Norwegian Problem Society
announces tourneys in honour of D. Hjelle and B.
Blikeng who will act as the respective judges in 2* and
3# sections. Themes: in a 2*, one or more tries fail
owing to the threat piece being pinned; in the solution,
the same piece again threatens mate (example D. Hjelle,
Postsjakk, 1970, 2K5 / 1ts6/ 3PisZllp3Q2l2klP3/RlP-
1R3/lPlPlp2/3blq2, 1. Pb42 Q. Qcs+), Bg4! 1. Pd4?
Qh3! 1. Kd8! (2. Qc8#). A *3 contains two or more'
anticipatory selfrblocks (example J. Sdheel, Shakbladet,
1945, 24 l 18,6 l8llKlR2pt/3Bk3, 1. Bf3, Pg8Q; 2.Rh2+,
Kf.l; 2. Be2*. 1... , PglS; 2. RLc2*, Kfl; 3. Be2*).
Entries to Norsk Problemsjakklubb, L Godal, Sverresgtt
5, 28O0-Gjovik, Norway, by l-l-1976.
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ORIGINAL PROBLEMS
CHAMPIONiSHIP SECTION

Two-movers edited by B. P. Brrnes (Judge: V. Bartolovic)
Throe-movers edited by P. F. Cop;ring (Judge: T. q. 9. Ricketts) 

-
More-movers ediied byDr' E. E. Zeplsr (Judge R. C. O. Matthews) - --

send solutions to A' R' Goocierson' 43'Roman Road' steyning' sussex BN4 3FN

CSTgl C5794 C R. Flood C5795 J. Cresswell C5796 A. Y. Lobusov CS7g7 L. Larsen

I

-J-1*T4

C579E L. Lacny
(Czechoslovakia

c5803
C. G. S. Narayanan

(India)

c5808
B. Kampmann and

M. Kerhuel
(France)

C5804 J. C. van Gool
fHolland)

-LaT2

C5801 J. Haring
(Holland)

D. Shire

C5811 J. L. Rossetti
(Jruguay)

-J-''T'

C5802 E. W. Beal

-+) *

csE07
W. E. Frank FillerY

(Canada)

C5812 F. Chlubna
(Austria)

J. 1-',+h T-

C5799 Yoav Ban-Zvi C5800 M. Velimirovic
(Israel) (Yugoslavia)
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csEl3
C. G. S. Narayanan

(India)
CSEI4 J. Lodret

(France)
C5EIS J. Hannelius

Finland)
C5Ef6 G. Mirand

(France)
C5E17 N. A. Macteod
(Version of C5673)
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Solutions and comments to all original problems
should be sent to reach the appropriate solutions editor
by February 15,1976.

SOLUTIONS (May)
Maximum points: 86

C5749 (Ilernitz) 1. Qb3 Two changed mates and
'Fleck' effect after key when triple threat is separated
by the three B moves (P. P. Barnes). Three threats but
no duals (J. Cresswell). Mate separation in miniature
(Dr. E. Dragone & C. P. Sydenham). Entertaining minia-
ture (J. K. Hetherington and A. J. Fenner).

C5750 (Brummelman) 1. Ral Key comes as a fine
surprise; tries 1. Bcl? and l. Pd3? are more likely
(B. P. B.). Tries galore and a good key (E'. D. and G.
Whitehead). Subtle refutations of tries (J. K. H.) First
rank magic @. A. Smedley). A beauty (R. F. Bradley).
A masterpiece. Took me a long time to find .the key
(Drs. F. D. B. Praal).

C5751 (Tylor) 1. Qb6 Well known interference pair
after captures at b6, but most elegantly done (8. P. B.).
Clever Q sacrifice key (J. K. H. and Dr. I. Smith), and
good byplay (E. D.).'Delightful (G. W.). Superb; sur'
prising key, beautiful play with line closing, blocking
and line opening (F. D. B. P.).

C5752 (Ahues) 1. Sc2 l. Sd-?Bf6! 1. Sf3?Qg7! 1.

Sb3?Sd6! l. Sf5?Qh8! Absolutely superb W correction
and W line play. Herbert Ahues at his very best
(8. P. B.). Each defence is a refutation of a try (J. C.
and F. D. B. P.). Very intriguing how each of the four
tries is defeated by W interference (I. K. H.). Subtle
and makes solver work (D. A. S.). Completely satisfying
unity of W motivation and errors (C, P. S.).

C5753 (Morse) 1. Pb4 1 . . . Sf3 has spectacular effect
of opening B and W lines and closing four B lines for
2, Bfl-the 'four way' theme (8. P. B.). Quite spectacu-
lar (J. K. H. and C. P. S.). Good key and clean con-
struction for a task problem (D. A. S.). Seven line
opening and closing effects. Y. Cheylan sends G. Latzel
(Di e S chwalb e, 1949) 4R3 / 6pl /SKBks3 / lp3s1R / 1r2p3 /
6pqllBk4. 1. Sc4 where 1...fsd3 has six effects, "or
almost 6|, since <rpening of WR line involves opening
l,ine to e4 and passage to d4".

C5754 (Swindley) 1. SxdT Six lateral pins of a WS-
which is good work by a relative no\ilcomer completely
unaware of A. P. Eerkes, Comrnend, Nat. Composing
Ty. 1943: 4K3llblpp2l3klr2/lPRS2SIllPlqlP2l2r5l
B2plp2l3RBlQl. 1. SxeT with seven pins (B. P. B.). Pin
festival even if not in record form @. D.). Excellent
variety in the pins (J. K. H.). Very good indeed
(F. D. B. P.).

C5755 @illery) 1. Sxg6 Six mirror mates neatly
achieved with some variety. Brian Harley spoke of 14

mirror mates in a problem on p.93 of "Mate in Two
Moves". Who can supply details? (B. P. B.). An enter-
taining problem (E. D.). Very fine waiting key and
variations (J. K. H.). Attraotive but fairly obvious (I. S.).
Seven mates set; three added. Nice (D. M. Davey).

C5756 (Driver) l. Qxd6 Entertaining play from re-
leased BQ. 1...Qxg4* 2. Qe6 is the highlight (B. P.
B.). Very good key (E. D.), and brilliant variety (J. K.
H.) Self-pinning key also unpins B to allow 4 checks
(G. W.). Splendid sequence in which both Qs are un-
pinned and then repinned (C. Becker). Unpin/self-pin/
cross check/unpin/self-pin variation is a real star
(c. P. s.).

C5757 (Cheylan) 1. Rxe4 l. eR any? Pe3! l. Rf3?
PflS! Curious Finnish Nowotny in which both threats
and refutation I . . . Pe3 are all on same square. Key
piece perrnits BP's move-until capture is forced (B. P.
B.). Good square vacation/R sacrifice key (J. K. H.).
Very odd effects (D. A. S.). Novel W correction (D. M.
D.). Untidy 'W tertiary correction (C. P. S.). Cooked
by l' Qe8, Composer's correction elsewhere (A. R. G.).

C575E (Chandler) 1. Se3 Correction play by BS in a
pleasant se,tting @. P. B.). Very interesting ':old style"
2-er @. D. and D. A. S.). Difficult key and good variety
(J. K. H.). Tried key at sight-and rejected it! (D. M.
D.). Excellent (G. W.). Best of the 2-ers (Prof. L. Vitale).

C5759 (Macleod) 1. Sc3. Admirably fresh treatment of
the Schiffman theme-even down to a change after
I . . . Rxe6. First class (8. P. B.). Unusual Schiffman
(A. J. F.). Clever, with self pins galore. Why no asterisk
for tries? (J. K. H. and C. A. P6quignot). Superb and
original combination of self-pinning and battery open-
ings. Alongside this there is an S wheel of tries
(D.A.S.).

C5760 (Becker) 1. Qc2 Ingenious threefold interfer-
ence cycle. I . . . Se5 interferes with BRel and BBh2
but gives only 2. Be6, I . . . Rf4 interferes with BBh2 and
BQg5 but gives only 2. Rd7, and I . . . Se3 interferes
with BQg5 and BRel but gives only 2. Qd2 (8. P. B.).
Quite bewildering self interferences (A. J. F.). Surely
task not as original or difficult as when using one B
pioce for the interferences @. A. S.). Seems impossible
to do with complete unity of 'off-setting' defences; I . . .

Se3 is out of step here. Composers might like to try!
(c. B.).

C5761 (Niemeijer) 1. Bxa3 Splendid spoof relief of
stalemate. Who could not but try 1. Be6?Sa8! and 1

Rd4?Sdl! Amazing key. (8. P. B.). Amusing relief of
stalemate (J. K' H.). Disappointing kill rendered a great
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delight by so many false trails (I. S.). Very humorous
key (Y. C.). A good joke (D. A. S.). Delightful legpull
(D. M. D.). Misprinted version solved by l. Bxa3, 1.

Rd4, and 1. Qel (A. R.G.).
C5762 (Anderson) 1. Rbl (2. Sc5*) 1 . . . BxR 2. Rc2

l...Be7 2. Rg6 1... Se6 2. Rc4 1... Sd3 2. Re6 I ...
PxR 2. Kb8. Four times WR cuts off BB-a fine theme
and a lovely problem with supef,bly well hidden key (P'
Coppine). Very cunning CI. Sal). In the best logical
tradition (E. D.). Excellent key and strategy (D. M. D.).
Magnificent. Great temptation to play 1. Kb8 (4. J. F.).
Superb mousetrap/shut ofi theme (J. K. H.). A11 the
Anderson ingredients (D. A. S.). Superlative praise for
this one (Hamel).

C5763 (Grande) 1. Qal (2. Qdl+) I ... Sxal 2. Kg2
1...Pe3 2. Qh8 l...Se3 2. Qc3 1...Sel 2. Qxel. Bril-
liant key and 5 models with nice quiet play (P. C.).
IJnexpected Q sacrifice key and model and pin mates
(J. K. H.). Fine pin models after 1 . . . Se3 @. M. D.),
and sacrificial key and surprising line after 1 ... Pe3

are bonuses (D. A. S.). Excellent (Ilamel).

C5764 (Suwe) 1. Qd3 1 ... Sg12.Sf4* 1 . '. Se6 2'

Qe2* 1 ...Pg5 2. Qf3+ I ... Pg5 a very good variation
(E. D.). Interesting variety of mates; continuations not
too obvious (J. K. H.). Very tricky (F. D. B. P.). A real
cutie (D. M.D.).

C5765 (Suwe) 1. Sf4 1...KxS 2. Bd3 1 ...Ke4 2' Se2
Surprising development and conclusion (E. D.). Clever
tempo problern (J. K. H.). Ingenious mating nets. W
offers both Ss in order to castle (D. A. S.). Clever
Bohemian castler. (D. M. D.).

C5766 (Abdurahmanovic) 1'. Ba4, Rb3 2. Bd7, Pe6

3. Be8 1...8b3 2. Sf5, Bc3 3.Pxf4 1... Rxe3 2.Bdl+,
Pf3 3. Sf5. Very ingenious, with Grimshaws (J. K. H.).
Not a simple Grimshaw on b3. W must in each case

engineer a second interference before striking. Difficult
and stimulatinC. (C. P. S.). Double interferences very
pretty (G. W.). Very neat (f. S.). A gem. (L. V.). Many
solvers caught by l. Sf5 (A. R. G.).

C5767 (Praz) 1. Qxb7, Ra7 2. Sd6* 3. Bxd5* 4. Rd4
I ... Qhl 2. Bxd5+ 3. Rd4+ 4. Sd6 I ... Rfl 2. Rd4+
3. Sd6+ 4. Bxd5 Triple pin in three variations; W cyclic
moves (Dr. E. E. Zepler). One-third pin skilfully real-
ised (E. D. and D. M. D.), and interesting cyclic effect
(J. K. H. and D. A. S.). Super problem in spite of short
threat (I. S.). But L Bxa4 cooks and J. L. Sheets points
out the weakness also allows duals; after l. Qxb7, Ra7
2. Ba4 also works as does 2. Bxa4 after I . . . Rfl. In
answer to queries whether the combination of one-third
pin and W cyclic moves has been done before, see J.

Vladirnirov (lst Pr. Probleemblad, 1966) quoted by Dr.
Zapler p.397 lan.'74 Problemist (A. R. G.).

C576E (Kovacevic) 1. Ke3, Kg4 2. Kt2, Kxf5 3. Kf3,
Kxg6 4. Kf4 2...Kh5 3. Bd5 4. Be4. WK describes a
triangle, BK a square @. E. Z.). Entertaining rundlauf
by each K in main line. Most enjoyable (D. A. S.).
First two W moves are fixed but subsequent develop-
ment is subtly and finely motivated @. D.). Intriguing,
and not as easy as it would ap4,ear (J. K. H.). Quite dif'
ficult (G. W.). A little gem (C. P. S.).

Welcome back to J. Cresswell and welcome to new
solvers J.-M. Grillon (France) and J. W. Murkin. J. W.
M. points out that Y. C.'s version of C5714 (p.527) has
no solution. 1. Ka2, SxeT!

Composers' corrections: C5676 (Becker) Add WPb5'
+13. l. Kf7 C5740 (Haring and Goldschmeding) 6s1/
3P4 lsl plpzb l2Pkp3l 1 P2S2q/r1 RKQ2b/ P I SpP 1 rl / 3R 38,
*2. l. KxdZ; C5757 (Cheylan) Put BQ (instead of BR)
on a3. Put WP (instead of BP) on a4, t'Z.

ENDINGS by A. J. SobeY

soLUTloNS (MAY)

Owing to an oversight the March numberings were
repeated. To avoid confusion, the May endings become
E 154,4. etc.

E ls4A (Sobey) 1. Kd8 93 2. e7 92 3. e8Q/i glQ
4. Qd?+ Ke5 5. Qe6+ Kf4 6. Sh5+/ii Kf3 7. Qfs+
KgleZ 8. Sf4* mates or wins bQ. i) Not 3. Sf5*Kc5:
ii) 6. Qf5+ ? Kg3:.

E 155A (Becker) l. Kf7 h2 2. Rh8 Kc6 3. Rxh2 Kb7
4. R.aZ Ka8/i 5. Ke7 Sb5 6. KxdT Sxa2 7. Rb2.

i) 4. . . d5 5. Ke7 d4 (if 5 . . Sa8 6. Kd6 Sb6
7. Kc5) 6. Kd7 Sa8 7. Rb2+ KxaT 8. Kc6 d3 9. Rd2
Kb8 10. Rxd8.

E 156A (Burger) 1. Sc2/i Rxc2 2. Kf7 Rf2+ 3. Ke7
ReZ* 4. Kf6 Rf2+ 5. Kg5 Rg2+ 6. Kf5 Rf2+
7. Ke4 Re2* 6. Kf4 Re8iii 9. Kf5 Kd8 10. Kf6.

i) 1. Sb3? Rel 2. Sdzliii Rxg6 3. Kf7 RxgT*
4. KxgT Kc6 5. Kf6 Kd5 6. Sf3 Ke4 7. Ke7 Kxf3
8. Kxd6 Ke4 9. d5 Kd4. ii) 8 . . . Rf2+ 9. Kg3. iii)
2. Kf7 Rfl + 3. Ke7 Rel * 4. Kf6 Rfl * 5. Kg5 Rgl +
6. Kf5 Rfl+ 7. Ke4 Relt 8. Kds (if 8. Kf4 Rfl+)
Re8 9. Sd2 Rg8 10. Ke4 RxgT 11. Kf5 Kc6 12. Kf6 Rxg6
13. Kxg6 Kd5.

11 157A (Motor) l. b5+ Pxb5* 2. Kb4 KxbT/i
3. Kxb5 Kxa8 4. Kb6 Sc6 5. Kc7 Sb8 6. Kb8.

i\ 2 . . . Sa6* 3. Ka5 KxbT 4. Sb6 b4 5. Sc4 d5
6. Sd2 Ka7 7. Sb3.

El70 C. M. Bent ElTl J. D, Beasley

I

I

El67 L. C. Miller E16E J. Hoch
(srael)

El69 J. Roche
(France)
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7256
N. G. G. van Dijk

(Norway)

(a) Diagram
(b) WBc2 to e8

D. L. Brown
((JSA)

T25E G. Doukhan
(France)

T257 T259
c. c.

T260 A. Geister
S_. Narayanan (lVest Germany)
(India)

%

wffimK.m
T

+
tffit& 'ffii&
%%ru^e%D%

-1-''
(a) Diagrl-m-,
(b) BKf4 to d4

-4-)T-
(a) Diagram,
(b) wBe2, (c) WSe2,
(d) WPe2

+4
(a) Diagram
(b) WKcT to d8

5475 A. P. Grin
(u.s.s.R.)

TWINS by B. P. Barnes
SOLUT]ONS (Marr)

TA7 (Myhre) (a) 1. Rh7! Kxc4 2. Qf7 O) l. Rc4!
KxcA 2. Qf7 Clearance key in (a): annihilation key in
ft). Amusing light-weight. Key to (b) stumped me at
first (J. K. Hetherington). Nice little thing (Dr. E.
Dragone). Eminently quotable (R. F. Bradley). Nice-
intelligent-but is it really a twin? @rs. F. D. B. Praal).

T24E (Drese) (a) l. Kf4! (2. Sf3), I . . . Rf5+ 2. Kxf5,
1...Rg4* 2. Kxg4, 1...Rxg3 2. Kxg3 (b) 1. Kf2!
(2. Sf3), 1 ... PglQ* 2. Kxg1, I ... PxflQ+ 2. Kxfl,
I . . . Sdl * 2. Rxdl. Good work showing unpin keys and
battery mates in the two phases @r. E. D.). Completely
difterent mates-interesting @rs. F. D. B. P.). Enter-
taining (J. K. H.).

T249 (Larsen) (a) l; Pc3l Q. Qxb4), I . . . bPxc3 2.
Rf5, 1 ... dPxc3 2. Qa7. (b) 1. Po4! Q. Qa7), I ... bPxc4
ep 2. Qc4, 1... dPxc4 ep 2. Qxb4, 1... Pxd5 2. Qb5,
I . .. Sa5 2. Qxa5. Not too easy. Intriguing with line-
clearing theme (J. K. H.). Fine keys and good work by
the WQ @r. E. D.). Some caught by 1. Bd3? Rd6! in
(a).

T250 (Kraemer) (a) 1. Qhl! (2. Qxa8), 1... Rb8/
2. Qa8*! Rxa8 3. Ph7 any 4. Ph8Q, I . . . Rc8/Pe4
2. Qh4 KfB 3. Qf6+ Kg8 4. Qg7, I Rd8
2. Qh5+ Kf8 3. Qf7, 1 ... Pc6 2. Qxc6+ Kd8 3. Qd7,
I ... Se4 2. Qxe4 etc. (b) 1. Qh5+!Kd8 2. Qe8* Kxe8
3. Ph7 any 4. Ph8Q. Took me quite a lot of time to
puzzle this out! @rs. FDBP). Queen sacrifices in (a)

-2. Qa8*!-and in (bf2. Qe8+!---+fieotively put
back the BR a't a8 (a safe square from where it cannot
check the WK), and 3. Ph7 can proceed apace-the BK
is dragged back for the same purpose in (b). V/ith the

B-R move in (a), Black destroys his chance of Castling.
Very fine strategic problem (JKH). ,,An old chicken
makes a good soup!" (Dr. ED). Very subtle defenceI Rb8 in (a)-for Z . . Rb6+-when I
Pg2 admits an unhindered mate in three.

Dr. E. Dragone points out a four move solution and
9o9]<-in _Tllte (Davey) by t. Bd6 Kh8 2. Kg6 Kg8
3. Sh6+ Kh8 4. Be5.

My thanks to all regular contributors. please send
solutions and comments-especially comments_direct

remove WPd6: add
BSc5

to me. BPB

SELFMATES AND REFLEXMATES
by lrwin Stein

Send solutions to paul Valois
Welcome to Messrs. Tikkanen, Wenda, and powell

(first self-mate). This makes 1.38 con'tribuiors since the
section's start. More longer (and perhaps more difrcult
problems) to occupy solvers, extra tiine. And a few
"Chrislmas Crackers', to wish -vou all early sincere
season's greetings.

SOI-UTIONS (May)
, y53 (Brown) l. Sd5, waiting. Very pleasant changes
between set and actual @r. E. Dragone). Exohange of
flig.ht-squares (W. B. Trumper). Bisho-p and rooi-clJverly
switch roles @. A. Smedley;. Untiay-U_file points to the
change of plan (C. R. Flood)
. 5454 (Drese) l. Bgl, waiting. Key adds I . . . pf2 tothe^block @r. C. C. L. S9!ls). Excellent variety inhalf-pin matrix- (W. B. F. Fillery). Bnt""tni"ing pfuy

and a charming key (C.R.F.). -'

S47l W. E. F. Fillery 5472 Dr. R. Powell 5473 D. A. Smedley 5474 T. Tikkanen
(Canada) (Finland)

%l
%

%H

s+2 s+3 s+3 s+3 s+4
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5,176 C. P. SwindleY
(Sweden)

s477
E. HollarlaY and

D. L. Brown
(u.s.A.)

S47E A. J. Karwatkar
(India)

S479R Dn K. Wenda
(Austria)

S,l80R E. A. Dugas
(u.s.A.)

Im%
%t

Al1

3. Sa4. I . Qxc3 2. Bc5ch Qxc5 3. Sxblch or

5455 (Dugas) 1.Qd7, waiting. Symmetrical. play is

pleasant and entertaining (E.D.). 
-Very 

good variety
iJ. K. H"th"tington). Atraotion of S x S scheme marred
Lv obvious tev (C.C.I-.S.). Pf6 needed to stop 1' Rg6

dL.s.). Not 1. Bc7? asxbT!' 
5456 (Karwatkar) 1 Bd3, thr. 2. Sb3ch Rxcl 3. Sdlch'

I . . . Qxa2 2. Sd5ch 3' Sf3ch. I . . . Qb2 2' Sxblch

R+z 
l,t?un,u*
b) after keY of a.

2. Bf3 Qd8 in the same way' Finally, 1'. Bf3?..fails to
i . . . 

-Qg3ch; this complex prob,lem is- 
-we.ll 

worth
unravellinf by solvers unused to reflexes' Mating traps

galore foi Wttit" 1f.f.fr.)',Interesting defeat of tries
(C.n.n.l. Twinning is very drastic @.A'S).' *,-'-sieoii (Smedley) l.Bel 2. Bf2 3' Pd5ch 4' Pd6 5' Pxd6

6. Sa5 Z. ScO oi Rb7 (according to BK's position)

8. Bg3 and now 8 ... Pxg3 9. Sf2 or 8 '." Pe2 9'Bh2'
Note- that at move 7 with BK at a8' White cannot play

Sc6 for fear of giving mate himself next move' What
a problem! Long and difficult strategic introduotion and

2 neat pawn variations at the end (C.C.L.S')' Tremen-
dous tempo-zugzwang problem (J.K.H.). This fine reflex

defeated most solvers.
Most difficult set of selfmates ever (J.K.H'). Welcome

to new solvers J. W. Murkin (Balcombe, Sussex) and

2 . . . Qd4 3. Se4ch. 1 . . . Rb2 2. R2xh3ch 3. Qglch'
A masterpiece! Play of Ss is a real delight @'D')'
Very fine and subtle (D. Nixon). Sparkling play; 1 . . .

Qbl line particularly clever (C.R.F.). Also 1 . . . Qxa2'
which forces keypiece to d3. A short line after I ...
Rxclch is the slightest of blemishes.

5457 (Swindley) 1. Be2, wait-
ing. 1 . . . Pxf2 2. Bdl 3. BcZch
4. Bd3ch 5. Qxb4. IJnfortunate-
ly there is a dual bY 4. Bbl
or Be4-h7. 5457 was not the
composer's submitted Posiition,
and we apologise to him' The
correct position, which is given
in the diagram alongside has
the same solution excePt for
the 5th move Be3. Neverthe-
less, solvers apPlauded 5457. ' .

C. P. SwindleY
5457 (correction) I

%%
%%%%t%

,nK&Km%d

W"*m*K*'

J-M. Grillon (Orl6ans)' P.S.V.

HELPMATES
by W. B. TrumPer

tI 473 is Mr. Lin's first helpmate composition' Wel-
come to K. Virtanen and A. Geister'

completed with a selfblock on WK'--Sci-r 
ict""de). 1. Ka5, waiting. .1- ' ' Pc6 2' Qca

3.i;; ,i.-ru+. s. rur 6. Sxb2, which no solv,er found

ut 
-tntt" 

are cooks in 5 by 1. QxcT 2' Qc5 3' Ra2

+. S":.fr j. Qafcn and 1. Q;6/Qxc7 2. B96 etc' 3' Rb3

a. Sc3ch 5. da3ch; also thrle distinct cooks in 6 after

1. B96 etc., 1. QxcT and 1. Kb4. W'B'T' points out
the uiwritten law that where a cook is shorter tfian the

intention, the latter is void for scoring purposes'

s459R @ecker) (a) 1. sc? thr. z. Q{:;ch 1 59?.ft^t";

What a tplendid sequeneol qt'5..
Cl.e.S.l. Inienious unpinning march of -!f!t -O'K.']{');

SOLUTIONS (MaY)

H455 (Hernitz) Set . . . Bxa7, 2. Qb8' Bxb8' l. Bf7'
Pe8:Q, 2. Bd5+, Qe7. Switchback sequences very well
blended. Set play is good (B, P. Barnes) switchback by
W. in both phases and by B. in the Sol'' with good

unpin cross check effects (J. E. Driver). A t"11 change
(C. G. nains). Very good (F. D. B. Praal). Charning
(J. L. sheets) Q)

H 456 (Castellari) Set 1.. .Pb4, 2. Ba3, Bb3. 1. Sel'
Pb4, 2. Ba3, dSc3. Clever change of pin. Beautifully
constructed (D. A. Smedley)' Dual avoidance (P. M'
Dekker). Excellent change of mates by {he unpinned
pieces (F.D.B.P. similarly C.G'R') good strategy. The
pinning feature establishes the play in bo'th phases @.
Dragone). Not much change from set to key (G. P.

feiliss). Some moves rernain the same, but an interesting
position (I.E.D.). Opening and closing of pin-lines but
subtleties of this one lost on me @.P'B.) (2\

H 457 @rown). 1. Sc6, Pxc3, 2. dSe7, Rxe5 1. Rc6
Sxe7, 2 Sc3, Rb4. Complex theme very well shown
(I.E.D.). Very clever simultaneous unpin theme (C'G.R.).
Simply beautiful! (L. Balbus). Wonderful play of pin-
ning, unpinning and interferenoe (F.D.B.P.). Harmon-
ious (P.M.D.). Beautiful matched sols. and nothing
wasted in the oonstruction @.A.S.) the unpinned occu-

(D.A.S.). Ingenious unPinning ma(D.A.S.), Ingenlous u[ptunrrg u@reu ur r'' 
-\'A ieweiled watch movement (i L' Sheets)' Wts Rundlauf

ing P:Q mate. I Sd6 2. B13 (thr. 3' Kf2) Se4

3."Rxe2 Qbl mat" ot 2.. Qa7 lb6 3. Rd2 Qgl rnate'
(b) 1. Sci (thr. 2. Qd3ch) Kcz-,2, Bfl-$9 2. Qd3? Rb6

ihen White must mrate bv 3. $b5) 3. Kfz' In (a) 1' Sc3?

Sb6! 2. Qd3ch Kc7 3. Sb5 mato and in (b) 1'-Sc7? Kd8!
2. Qd3ch-fcS 3. SxeT mate;'White is defeated by having
to iive mate h'irnsolf, a major feature of 'this problem'
Not-e that in both positions, rthe keypiece must go to
c3 or c7. else Blacl defends by I . ' Qd8 foroing

I

vzzw%'gs%ru
s+8 R+Z

s+6
board available
for each

2. Qc6 mate; in (a) 1. Rd2ch? fails to 1 sd6
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IJ473 T. L. Lin
(Singapore)

H474 B.'Cveiic
(Yugoslavia)

Helpmate in 2
a) Diagram
b) BPa2 to f2

IJ479 K. Virtanen
(Finland)

H475 lvL Myllyniemi H476 W. B. Tlumper
(Finland)

IJ]77 G. Mentasti
(Italy)

%%"%l
% % "m^%
% "l&g%^%%%%%ffi,%i%%%ru

t%%%l%%%'%
Helpmate in 2
(Two solution)

H47E D. Szilagyi
(Rumania)

Helpmate in 2
a) Diagram
b) WKhl to a4
c) as (b) BRbl to f3
II4E0 A. Geister

(Germany)

Helpmate in 3
a) Diagram
b) BKc3 to c4

II4El
D. R. Wertheim and

S. Seider
(Israel)

Helpmate in 2
(Three variations on

W. first move)
with set play

H482 E. Holladay
(u.s.A.)

Helpmate in 2
Duplex

Helpmate in 2 HelPmate in 3
(Three 'variations on a) Diagiam

W. first move) b) BPd6 to f4

pies the square of the unpinner (G. Yacoubian). Good
strategy @.D.). Interes,ting exchange of pin (G. White-
head). Very pleasing. a)

H 456 (llusserl). 1 Rxe2, Kh3, 2. Pgl:B' Sg3.
1. Rf3, Kxf3.2. Pgl:R, Sf2. 1. Rg3, Kxg3,2. Pgl :S,
Sf2. Neatly done with li,ftle force, pity W.B. is
an onlooker in two sols (B.P,B.). Three under-pronro-
tions nicely shown, The three sols. forcing W.K. to
different squares (J.E.D. similarly E.D., C.G.R. and
F.D.B.P.). Is this an economy record for three minor
promotions? (D.A.S.). (2)

H459 (Ostruh) (a) 1. Bf8, Bg3, 2. Kh3, Sf4. (b) 1. Baa,
Rg3*, 2. Kh2, Sf3. Nice Grimshaws on 93 to create
K. flights. Taking on open setting to extremes! (D.A.S.).
Very easy to solve, and not original I suspect (B.P.B.).
Fine play and pleasing distribution of piecas (L.B.)
Nice problem. The unpinned taking the crucial square
g3 (F.D.B.P.). Beautiful construction. Unpins, Grim-
shaw and no pawns! (J.E.D.). Pretty-eyed problem
(P.M.D.).

H460 (Haymam) (a) 1. Sxe2, Pf.3, 2. Sd4, Sg3. (b)
1. Sxf2, Sg3, 2. Se4, Sf3. Two charming swi,tchbacks
(G.W.). Amusing two-by-two arrangement (G.P.J.).
Intricate play to open and close lines! (J.E.D.) Ver.y
tricky. Two W. pieces must disappear from second
rank and five lines must be closed (Again). Good!
(F.D.B.P. Sirnlilary C.G.R.). Line openings and closings
galore, but a bit mechanical (L.8.). Classy work!
(B.P.B.) Masterly study in W. Line clearance and B.
interference. Vies wifh 457 for prize this month, but
prefer single setting of 457 (D.A.S.). (2)

H461 (Sonnonfeld) L 596, Rf4, 2. Qd7, Rf7, 3. Qe4,

Rh7. Neat and accurate, but rather familiar (D.A.S.).
Good interchange of W.R. and B,Q. (P.M.D.). Good
miniature @.D.). Hard to do anyth,ing startlingly new in
miniature (B.P.B.) Single line, rather slight (J.E.D.).
Many remarked this 3er easier to solve than most
w.B.T.). Q)

H 462 (Marysko) l. Re4, Pb4, 2. Rd4, Rc2 3. Be6,
Rc5, 1. Rb5, Bc7, 2. Kc5, Rf4, 3. Rd5, Rc4. Cook 1.

Bf7, Kg4, 2. Ke6, Rxd2, 3. Sc7, Rd6. The interferences
add interest to the self-blocks @.A.S.). A good puzzle
with plenty of false trails @.P.8.). Not bad, and has a
good idea @.D.). Interesting play (F.D.B.P.). Quite
difficult said rnost so'lvers (W.B.T.). Q+2)

A welcome to new solvers J. W. Murkin and G. E.
Schoen.

A good bunch. My favourite 455 (8.D.). As usual,
I thoroughly enjoyed them (G.W., sirnilarly J.L.S.). I
had a good time solving this set! Especially enjoyed
457,458 and 459 (L.B.).

II 451. Author corects by removing WPe2 and adding
BPd3.

FAIRIES AND RETROS
by Dr. G. G. L. Sells

Judge for Fairies 1975-76: C. J. Feather
Welcome to newoomers Michael Sohwalbach, B.

Lender and Daniel ltzhaky.
The Lion, moving on Q-lines, hops over one man

of either colour to any square beyond, (fhe G is con-
fined to the first square beyond.) The composer of F3l9
tells rne that the Yugoslav ProblEm Society gave the
name Chameleon to this type in a Theme "Tourney;
but Chameleon means something else in A. S. M.

a)

%^ffi %
%V&l%%w. ""/&^mi%^

%.H,:"ffi %.%ffimm mt%
% %t:'ffi%%%%ffi%

% %H%
%z "% %a

t

%r

%%%%%%%%'tM%%%
ffiEffiH:% %*"ffi %im %mffi%r%
t%t% %a%eam%% % %i'ffi
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Helpmate in 4
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effig'l&g%%%%
%%%%%%

Helpmate in 5
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tE%%%l
% % %r'N

% %'ffi%%%%
%%%1%%%%
%%%l

H@'',ffi ',% ,%"

sH+lr

F316 L. Sokolov
ruSSR)

F321 D. Itzhaky
(Israel)

s+3

F317
D. H. Brummelman

(Holland)

-1-a
2G; (3+ 3) Lions

F322 P. A. Petkov
(Bulgaria)

F3f8 M. Schwalbach F319
(West Germany)

F320 Z. Roth
(Israel)

s+3 Maxi

R23 J. Haas
(West Germany)

E% %s%

B. Lender
(Israel)

(%

%r6ffi

sH+10 +4
Circe Chess; whole
board for each prob-

lem

F323 D. M. Davcy

HP3
(b) After complete

solution of (a): Sl3

F324
R. M. W. Musson

(N. Ireland)

e% %a%%%%%
% %g% "'ffi.%%m%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%t

%%%a%

%%%%z%%%%%7/z%%%72,%%%%%%
t,ffift% ,m 

%
%E% "ffi '%m'N "'/&fr'.ffi %s '& %a%

m6:"d&t'"ffi '#2.t''ffit % "ffi 'l&

%%%ryz%"%%%%%%%%%%"ffi
% 'ffifrffi. .'"'ffi

%'%"&ffia
Maxi S+3

Gel; Ngl
s+18

Camels;

Dickins' Guide to FC. In the Maximummers, Black
must play his geometrically longest rnove. The Camel
is a (3,1) Leaper. Hint for F323: the BC and BS have
to be forced out of hiding to help in the mate. (fhe
incidence of s*, maxis and Israelites is absolute coinci-
dence!)

The Equihopper hops over one man of either colour
to a square the same distance and direction beyond, for
exarnple Eg3 (over d2) in F324. Agirtator men (invented
by Dr. Creed) move like ord,inary men, but do not cap-
ture or check. When they "attack" a friendly man, that
man's checking power is transferred to its own K, so
that in F324, It AR stood at d8, BPd2 would be check-
ing the BK; the agitated man being 'otherwise free to
move and capfure normally. (Subversive men operate
on enemy men similarly; see RMWM's F258 in the
1974 Award, elsewhere in this issue, for an example.)

SOLUTIONS (May)
F299 (Flood) l Ra4 waiting. Nine mates from L

including . . . (D. Nixon) . . . 6 splendid Q obstruotions.
WK positioned against cook 1.Rd4? (W. H. Reilly).
Interesting geometrical exploitation of Lynx (D. A.
Smedley). Neat and not contemp{tible (J. D. Beasley).
Symmetrv is all right for composers but halves the solv-
ing (G. P. Jelliss). c+14

on lines of 3. NMxa3 4. b2. 6. NMa5 9. alNR
10. NRa2 12. Ka8 13. NMc6+; Kb6; and 2. bls
3. Sxa3 4. Sc4 5. a3'1. Sa4 9. alNQ 10. NQa3 14. Kc4
15. NMeT; d3. So we cannot af,ter all replace the
original W.Mao c6 by a Neutral to salvage another
threatened cook BKd3, MeS*. Back to composer.

F302 (Simonet) 1. FSd3 (2. FSd8); Bb3lBc2lBeZlBtS
2. FSa3/FSbl/FSf 1/FSe3; FSh4,{FScl 2. BcliRh4;
Sc6iSd5 2. Bcl/FSd6; d5/d6/Sxg5iKe4 2. FSd6/FSd7/
FSg6/Qxe7. FS clearly very produotive invention.
Some fine variations . . . especially I . . . b3/FScl/Sxg5
(DAS). Neat reciprocal moves on cl, h4 (JDB). C+/3

11303 (Dawson and Cross) I . . . Nh2 2. Nb8 Qb5;
1. Nc5 Nc3 2. Ng7 Qe5. So muoh from so few (GFJ).
Simple but neat geometry (JDB). Pleasant task finding
q.u{ta-.distinct mates (CRF). The set play arose out of
correspondence with Mr. Cross soon after I ioined the
Circle in 1968. B-/3

(

F3lD (Ilouston) 1. KhS (2. Bxg3); QxQ+ (Qdl)
2. Sxg2 (Sg8); Be5+ 2. Qxe5 (Bf8); Se3 2. Qxe3 (Sb8).
Strange unpins (G. Yacoubian). New kind of cross-
cheok and anticipatory unpin (DN). Clever key self-pins
WQ, but she regally ignores that (C. R. Flood). D.-tg*F301 (Angst) Intention 2.b1S 3. Sxa3 4.Sb5 7.alNM
9. NMxd2 10. NMc4 13. dlR 15. Rc7 17. Ka8 18. Rc8:
NMb6. An intricate piece of work (GPJ). Various cooks

l'304 (Sells) (a) 1. Qg8 (c4) Ba5 2. Qa8 (-a4) Se5;
(b) 1.Qh2 (-c2) Kbl 2. Qhl (g1) Sfa. Hilarious play
keeps the W force intact (CRF). Excellent adaptation
of unusual specification (WHR), Efiects rather like
Kamikaze (DAS). Pleasant expository piece, marred
o{y by idle BB in each half (JDB). Game interesting
idea, but not likely to become popular (GPJ). The 6-
move form is described in Prof. Boyer's book as giving
pleasant and interesting play. B-134.

F305 (King-Farlow) 1. Ke7 Ph4 2. Kf6 Bg5. Not -1. O-O? SxP 2. Sh8 Sh6. After BP moves, BR captured I
on b4, Then WRal round to f2, then W. O-O (oniv wav !
to get WRs there). In resulting P configuration; WIi
must return to el via e7, so BK has moved. Althoueh
U-chess is not exaptly beloved by all, few surely vill
deny the wit and elegance of this demonstration of
many of the neat little tricks of the form. The best
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capture 4 moves back; one of the best Illegal Clusters
I know (J. Haas). B+ 12

Fairy of a very uniform issue, rating 2.25, behind only
R21. Also the most difficult, so will carry the extra
mark. B-12

R2l (Dittmann) Add BBa5, WPa3, b2, b6, d3. Re-
moval of Pd3 allows the retractions Kb4; Pa2 Kc4
(xSb4, eg.); bc5 (xPb5 ep.). The deceptive Try with
WPd3 at b? instead, fails as removal of WSaT leaves
the position still illegal. A masterpiece, with the ep.

PATROL CHESS COMPETITION RESULT
The full solutions to the three problems by F. H, von

Meyenfeldt in the May 1975 issue are marked as fol-
lows:

t'2. Key 1. Rd3 (2). Rb5 2. Qd5 (1); Bb5 2. Sd4(1)
(no't 2. Rd4? Ke5!); Rg7 2. Qe5 (1); Be7 2. Bxfi(l);
Sb6 2. Rd6(1); Kds 2. Re3(l) (several missed this). Total
8.

H2. Author's solu'tion 1. dlR g8S 2. Rxd5 Bxc3 (2).
Tries 1. dlQ? as above, but 3. Qc4! (1); 1. dlB? 2. Be2
3. Bc4l or 2. Bxf3* (if here I . . . Kg3 3. Kf7!) (l);
l. dls? 2. Srv 3. So4! or 2. Stz+ (1). Cook 1. dlQ/R
d7+ 2. QiRxd5 Re6 (1). Total 6. Composer corrects;
add BPd7.

HP3. Author's solution l. elB Rdz 2. Kc2 Kb2
3. alB Stz (2). (C. R. Flood: My wife resigned on
seeing the final position.) Cook l Kd2 Sg3 2. Kdl Kb2
3. alB Rxe2, or interchange W moves (1). Total 3.
Composer corrects: move BK to b3.

Following the practice in the regular F column,
author's intentions score more than cooks, which are
generally more banal. In fact, no solver found both in-
tention and cook in any problem. The six competitors'
scores, out of the possible 17, were:

C. R Flood 15

P. Roel Jiirgensen, (J. Yacoubian 13
G. P. Jelliss 12

D. Morris, H, Schiegl 11.

So Colin Flood wins the first prize handsomely, and
first out of the box for second prize is our new solver;
P. Jiirgensen, with third prize going to G. Yacoubian.

Know (J. Haas).
F306 (Mihalek) The solution

to this unusual synthetic is
given in the diagram alongside.
BPaT needed for file but not
for rank. BGcl could go on el,
but not dl where it can simply
stay for cooks. All solvers
successfully negotiated 3-
gGd6 in 3-rank, but sorry all
the same! Quite an achieve-
ment to secure positions with H*5 on 5 ranks and
same stipulation (WHR). B-/3 3 files

Welcome to new solver Gerhard Schoen. P. B. van
Dalfsen writes "I am enjoying The Problemisr greatly!
It is a very nice magazine."

Statistics. The distribution of solvers' gradings for
1974 was:4B+, 1lB, 8B-, 9C+, 9C, 4C-. Again per-
haps a good average year, with a peak at B in the
otherwise rather flat distribution between B and C, but
fbwer B* than in 1973. ^the following problems, not
given in Adam Sobey's 1974 Award, scored better than
2.00 (middle of the B grade), and so gain the Solvers'
Consolation Mentions. F267 (Morse), 1.83 (B+). F270
(Gordian), 1.89 (B). F257 (Monreal and Calvet), 1.92 (B).

A. R. Gooderson
lst Pr. BCPS 19'14

%%w%ffi%a%%%
A%H,%ft% m
% 'ffiH|ffi 

1

%2, '%A%m %t%'ffi%%
+2 l. Be7

The other two problems, winners in the traditional
and modern BCF tourneys for 1974, came very near to
the award winners, and there was so little difference
between all the remaining problems that it would be
invidious to pick out any of them. The entry contained
a roughly equal number of traditional and modern
problems, so that it is fitting that the best of eaoh type
should share the award.

BCPS INFORMAL COMPOSING TOURNEYS
BRIAN HARLEV AWARD 1973.74
The Trustees present ,the award for the best two-

mover oomposed by a su'bject 'of the British common-
wealth and published in Great Brita'in during 1973
and 1974.

The Society have to thank the six judges, G. F,
Anderson, B, P. Barnes, A. R. Gooderson, Edgar
Holladay, N, A. Macleod €nd C. 'Mansfield, four ,of
whom were a'lso competitors. But no judge scaled his
svvn 'problems, which were given in his scaling the
average scaling of the other five. The rthanks of the
Society are also due to the Hon. Auditor, Mr. J. Mont-
gomerie, who checked the scaling and averaging,

Award Winnera Ex-aequo

N. A. Macleod
lst Pr. RCF 1973

Several of the judges remarked on the high quality
of the entries, and there was a marked degree of
unanimity in their scaling of four pr,oblems, all of
rvhich had won lst Prizes. All four were highly placed
by all six judges, and each of the joint winners was
placed lst bv three of the judges, so a tie was a clear
reflection of their merits.

C. Mansfield N. A. Macleod
lst Pr. BCF 1974 lst Pr. BCF 1974

%"%tffi
'4& %

N. A. Macleod
lst Pr. BCF 1974
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FAIRY AND RETRO AWARD 1974
On the whole the standard of entries for the Fairy

section was pleasingly high with two remarkable inno-
vations which take the prizes. A number of problems
were squeezed out of the award, not through lack of
merit but by weight of numbers. Their unfortunate
composers are to be comrniserated since the standard
of craftsmanship shown in the construction was good.

In the retm section there were only 8 entries and it
is unfortunate that only three can be included in the
award as there were several very fine achievements
in this section.

Of the compositions which do not figure in the award,
special mention must be made of the editor's F.246.
But for his prior demonstration of the task of 15
mates by Equihopper, this would have won a prize.

FAIRIES
lst Prize F258 R. M. W. Musson This elegant

miniature introduces the subversive man, an entirely
new concept in Fairy Chess. The brilliant change of
double check into double check presages a fine future
for the new piece.

2nd Prize I.275 D. L. Brown The Orphan's powers
grow daily, and this new instance by its rnventor leads
to a remarkable new mating idea. A finely constructed
piece.

lst Hon Men f.279 G. F. Anderson Perhaps the
best constructed Fairy of the year, this problem exploits
the replies of Kriegspiel to the full. There is high drama
at e5.

2nd Hon Men F256 P. A. Pelkow A spacious set-
ting of the doubled plain and Holzhausen i-nterferences
using neutral pieces. A good key and fascinating line
play make this a fine problem.

lst Commend F274 K. Gandew The Circe mates

lst Prize
F25E

R. M. W. Musson

2nil Prizo
F.275 D. L. Brown

by the four pieces require evacuation of 8th rank
squares and the control of the play is excellent.

2nd Commend F284 R. Peele anal C. C. L. Sells A 
]

miniature with rich content that develops Circe ideas 1|
ingeniously. The twin variations are perfectly comple- !
rnentary.

3rd Commend F2E0 R. Powell and C. C. L. Sells
An example of Fairy extravaganza: qui'te the most
Fairylike of all the entries. The numerous interferences
amuse.

4th Commend F268 W. H. Reilly In a three phase
problem promotion to three Neutral pieces is achieved.
A most pleasing constnrction.

RETROS
Prize RfE J. Roche This novel stipulation just

secures the prize in a close contest. After an initial
unravelling there is an unexpected harvest in the south-
east corner.

Hon. Men Rll J. G. Mauldon and C. C. L. Sells
A very light setting for a splendid idea. Amongst retros,
this piece is outstandingly economical.

Commend Rl2 J. Furrnan The best of the con-
gested-board un ravel.l ing exerolses, A. J. Sobey

Solutions: F256 1. Sf5 SRaT 2. Qe4 SSdT 3. Se7+
SSf6. F275 1. Sg3 2. Obl 3. Se4 4. Ob6 5. Sd2 6. e4
8. Ra6; bSR. F279 1. Qd,1. R18. Six: Qb4, Qc5, Qc6,
Se4; and Bxf2, gf2 earlier.

HELPMATES AWARD 1973.74
My heartiest congratulations to the composers on the

high quality of the problems presented. It is not pos-
sible io use the same criterii of strictness for both I
formal and informal tourneys. Works not mentioned in!
an informal tourney have another chance to compete,
but this is not the case in the informal tourney. Thus
I judge that all worthy efforts should be given a men-
tion. On the other hand, I have been guided by my
own criteria, which I call "the Ten Commandments
of Composition". These are: L Originality; 2. Artistic
brilliancy; 3. Strategic unity; 4. Thematic purity; 5.
Dynamic relationship; 6. Deepness of conception; 7.
Skill of execution; 8. Communicating power; 9. Rela-
tive economy; and 10. Difrculty. Based on these con-
siderations, my award is as follows:

lst Prize H366 J. Ifaymann. Outstanding. A cyclic
AB/BC/CA mechanism combined with bicolour unpin-
ning of three white pieces. In the three solutions, the
W tgi.l activated by the keys perform a double function
alternately of self-unpin and delivering mate. The same
square is self-blocked in each case.

2nil Prize H398 G, Yacoubian. Faultless performance
with skilful articulation between homologous B and W
men. By passing over the critical squares, black gives
access to the white manoeuvre before olosing with a
switchback movement to self block. The strategy of the
mating piece recovering the squafe or,iginally guarded
is noteworthy.

3rd and 4th Prizes H395 J. Korponai. Excellent
play showing wh'ite line opening with quadruple black 4
self-interference. The WQ, forced to move, has to pass I
over the mating square in order to be able to return !
to it on ttre next move.

3rd and 4th Prizes H396 C. J. Feather. Rare twins
with a perfect thematic scheme. The ex aequo classifi-
cation with the previous work results from the similar
effects of three identical white men. However. the

Subversive Ra4, Sb8

lst H.M.
F279 G. F. Anderson R1E

Orphans

Prize
J. Roche

How manY ;El must
Black have missed?

ru.N I

4mh%

%%%

H+3

Kriegspiel
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lst Prize
H366 J. Ifaymann

2nd Prize
H39E G. Yacoubian H395

3ril Prize
J. Korponai

Ath Prize
H396 C. J. Feather

5th Prize
II4l7 R. Sailas
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Helomate in 2
(Three solutions)

Helpmate in 3
(fwo solutions)

Helpmate in 2
(Two solutions)

Helpmate in 2 Helpmate in 2
a) Diagram a) diagram
b) Sd7 to c5 b) Sb7 to e6

strategic rendering of black is different, showing inter-
ference before the self-pin by the K move, while the
third B man is removed by the WQ aiming at line
clearance. In (b) all these elemen(s occur the other
way round.

Sth Prize H417 R. Sailas. The black batteries are in-
dispensible to the thematic purity, as tfiey conjugate
the half-pin assosiated with the effects of pin and unpin
of the WS. The combination is splendid, but suffers
from the requirements of self-block in part (b) since
it does not relate with part (a).

lsf lfon Men H3EE D. A. Smeilley. Doubles B and
W reciprocal play by means of twinning. The first BS
move makes a prospeotive interference to allow the
other BS to move and occupy the square vacated by
his mate without giving check to the WK. The W piece
moves through the square vacated by the first BS and
in the mate recovers the square given up. In the twin
the men interchange their roles.

2nd Hon Men H372 C. J. Feather. Precious! The
two routes of the BQ are reflected in the action of
the two W batteries which interchange the roles of pin
and mate.
'3rd Hon Men H397 G. Husserl. Triple homologous

promo'tion without twinning is a remarkabte task, but
the absence of complementary unity prevents a botter
classification.

4th Hon Mem H,t18 Z. Hernitz. Another diffisult
construction. By the twinning device, the two half-pins
operate different strategies: the first unpins ttre same
mating man, while the second self-blocks on the same
square.

Sth Hon Men H355 S. Szekcly. Two initially pinned
men unpin each other in turn; the passive obstruction
of the Sh4, displaced to e? in the twin, determines the

I Themes 64 l97O II
3rd Pr.

two solutions involving the mutual unpins.
Mentions: lst H420 Hassberg and Rothenberg; 2nd

H427 B. P. Barnes: 3rd H4l2 A. Benedek: 4th H354
F. Abdurahrnanovic; stlr H434 A. Benedek.

Commends: lst H430 R. Powell; Znd H375 R. Sailas;
3rd H387 J. E. Driver; 4th II4l5 J. Korponai; 5th H393
E. Fasher; 6th H352 N. A. Macleod; 7th H371 J. M.
Martinez; 81h H401 J. Kubicek; 9th H413 K. Fabel;
1Oth H367 I. L. Stein.

Conrmends (without order) H362 K. Gandew, H369
L. Makaronets, H370 M. Stosic, H376 G. Yacoubian,
}1377 B. Cvejic, H389 B. Ostmh, H390 M. Crumlish
and G. Tweedale, H394 W. B. Trumper, H406 F.
Abdurahmanovic, H431 E. W' Beal, H436 Z. Hashavit,
and,H437 G. Sundman.

Anticipationsz H 349, 353, 378, 383, 403, 408, 414,
421 ard 435. F. A. Sonnenfeld

(Int. Judge of FIDE)
Sincere thanks to Mr. Sonnenfeld for his judgements.

The awards will remain open for the usual period.
W. B. Trumper

(Notea In order to fit this award into the space
available, it has been necessary to edit the judge's
remarks, and to omit his camments to the ,,Mentions,,.

The full comments can be made available to any author
sending o stamped self-adtlressed envelope.-id.1

BCM PROBLEM PAGES
After 13| years of distingu,ished edfi ing of tlre British

Chess Magazine problern pages, John Rice handed over
the responsirbility to C. J. (Chris) Feather wlth efiedt
from the January 1975 issue. Chris would welco,me, I
believe, most types of originals sent to him at I perth
Road, Starnford, Lincs.-with a SAE {f there are
quer,ies. John Rice's influence lingers on with his agree-

Europe Echecs III Schach Echo lY Schach Echo 1972 Y Schach Echol97l l97llIr 3rd ItrM l973ll
4th Comrn. lst Pr. i'l Pr

2.r.r.r H+2
(a) Diagram
(b) WPd5 to e3

H+3
(a) Diagram
(b) BPe5 to f5

H+2
(a) Diagam
(b) Remove WSf5
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Yl leenschach VII
A.pI.1914

+2 1. Pxd4

F H. W. Bettmann
Good Cornpanions (V)

t921

-1-)

1912 \llfi Revista de Sah lX Schach Echo
1974 1974 ltl

x R.C.M. 1975

D T. R. Dawson E V. Bartolovic
lst Pr. BCM 1933 lst Pr. Mainpost (V)

1956

B.C.M.
2nd HM

%%,%%%%%
%t"m, ru,'mffi%
%s% %affi %t%
%E% %a

%
%% "%rw %% %8%A%
%av%z %a%a%%w%
% %@%^%tr

%E%E%t%%%v%.%
H+2 H+2 3.1.1.1 H+2

ing to judge the direct mates for 1975; Dr. Ccdric Sells
will judge 'Others'.

In his own field of helpmates, Chris Feather has
built a fine reputation for hirnself in a short space of
tirne, and he must now rank among the best helpmate
composers. I urge readers to solve the following ten
pr<rblems-all by Chris-for a rare treat. Solutions will
be given in a later issue. BPE

RECORDSTWO-MOVE BLACK SELF-PIN
By C. J. MORSE

C. J. Morse
Original

In this article I present what I believe to be the
two-move records for another type of Black error,
self-pin,.and as always I shall be grateful to receive
improvements or anticipations from readers. Black self-
pin can arise in four ways: by capture on thepin line,
bv interposition after a checking key, by BK move on
to the pin line-these are all arrival efiects-and by
move of a half-pinned man-this is a departure effeci.

Self-pin by arrival. A is a well-known task achieve-
ment, showing the record of seven self-pins by capture,
six being on one square (with a half-pin thrown in
A C. Mansfield B

Comm. Budapest
C.C. Tv. r%243

2.1.1.1 (a) Diagram
(b) Remove BPb3

H+2

after the BP captures) and the seventh on f3. For the
two other kinds of arrival self-pin I offer originals:
B shows seven self-pins by interposition (on d4 and d5)
after a checking ke-v, and C (with resort to another
checking key) shows five after BK moves. The unique
D shows a record number of arrival self-pins of a
single piece, six of the BQ; and E shows four mates
after arrival self-pins changed from set to actual play.

Half-pin. F shows the record number of eleven
half-pin variations, or twelve if the variations in which
BQ and BB move to e4 are counted as different: there
are as many as eight pins of the BB. There are seveial
problems showing three complete pairs of half-pin
variations, from which I have chosen to reproduce the
harmonious G. I cannot find that changed mates have
been shown after more than two half-pin moves, but
this has been done over three phases, for instance in
the set play, try play (after Sxc5) and actual play of H.

F shows the record number of single self-pins of any
kind; J combines arrival and departure effects to
show a record of three double self-pins; and K is the
most economical rendering of an old maximum task,
the quintuple self-pin.

I

C C. J. Morse
Original

%
ft.%
%ru
W%F*t

%

l. Rd3+ +2 1. Pxa4*
lgren H M. Parthasarathy
r(1-ne,s! Problemist (V) 1966
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1. Rd8+ +2
J A.F.C. v.d. Linden
3rd Pr. Probleemblad

1. Rxf3
K F. Nebendorf
Die Schwalbe, 1940
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G A. Hesselgren
2nd Pr. Budanest
C.C. Ty. 1932-33
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LECTURE REPORT
EXTENSIONS OF THE SCHIFFMANN

THEME
by C. R. Flood

A report of the lecture given on November 29, 1974

The Schiffmann theme is basica'lly a comblnation of
bl,ack selfpin and white pin mate, but in addition there
is a subtle motfve behind the selfpin. The therne may
be defined as: a black picce selfpins so that a white
move is defeateil because the black piece would be un-
pinnetl by interference. If ttre prospedtive unfln were
by withdrawal then this would be the Nietvelt theme,
and the same cla*sifioattion may be used, For oornplete-
ness white takes advantage of the black selfpin in titre
ensuing play.

Thus in A after 1. Bg1 (th. Pf4) btack can dsfend
by 1 . . . Sxe4 (as 2. Pf4 would release the knight) burt
white oan mate with 2. Qal. Simllarly there is I . . . Qxe4
2. Qxf6 and I . . .Pxe4 2. Pf3. The idea was exrplolirted by
I. A. Schiffmann arround 1927 18 and althougtr there
are earlier exarnples the theme bears his name, ft has
been used in many problems in combina,tlon with other
themes, incorporating try play and so on-but here we
shall be considering extensions of the basic idea.

Nature of the selfpinning move
I Selfpin by capture. This is exemplified in A and is
the most customary form of the thenre,
II Move of line-pinned piece. Althortgh not strictly a
selfpin such moves are normally consldered to be Sohift-
mann defences. In B there are fwo thematflc defences
1...Qf5 and l...Qf7 with fine
ensuing knight mates.
III Selfpin by black King move.

separation of the

C has an excellent

A I. A. Schiffmann B A. N. Lebedev
2nd Pr, BCPS, 1928 2nd Pr, Themes 64,

1927

key which gives three flights. The threa,t is S6f4 whish
would work after 1 . ,. Kc4 and I . . , Ke4 except that
the black bishop pinned by the black kting becomes
free again. Instead white mates wjth Sc5 and Bh7
respectively.
IV Self pin by en passant capturc. Here the pin is formed
as the white pawn is plucked from the pin line. This
rather restricted form is shown in C5392. The Problem-
ist, November 1971.

Nature of white move defeated
(a) Primary threat. All the variations in the problems
so far have been of this form-that is, the selfpin
defends against the move threatened by the key.
(b) Secondary threat. An example of this tis the classic D.
The key is Sal and a random move of the black queen
stops 2. Qc2 but allows the secondary ,ttneat Fd4. Black
oan nullify this by clwerly storpping at f6 or e5-but
these moves let in {he splendid mates Bd5 and Be6.
This happens to be a Schiffmann II bu,t th,is sor,t of
correction play can equally be combined with a Schiff-
mann I. Another varieity of secondrary threAt aan be
set up by 'arrival correction'. In E (1. qb4 th. Pc5) a
random capture of e4 would lead to Sf4 or Pf4, the
secondary threats. Caprture by queen or knigftt prevenrts
both these moves and the res,ourcef.ul white ma'tes
wlth Sc6 or the switchback, Qb2. In addrition the secon-
dary threats are beautifully separd'ted by I ... Pxe4 and
l...Bxe4.
(c) Dual avoidance. The last two varia'tions could be
said to show this type but the situation is clearer in F.
Mansfield's delightful flight giving key introduces
I . . . Qxe5 2. Sf4 (not Se7 or Be6), I . . ; exg4 2. Se7
(not Sf4), 1... Qxg6 2 Be6 and the elegant I ... Kxd5
2. Qb7. The duals avoided in the first two variations

are by a "Schiffmann-l,ike" mechanisrn; whether thev

C G. Stuart Green D G. Guidelli
The Observer, 1934 Good Companions,

E A. Chicco
Il Problema,

Sep't. 1934

+2 1 Bgl

F C. Mansfielil
lst Pr,

Schiflmann
Mem" Ty., 1,930

+2 l. Rc8

G E. Cacciari
Parallele 50, 1948

+2 1. Se6

H G. H. Drese
2nd Pt, De

Problemvriend, 1943

+2 l. Sal

I J. Buchwalil
Hon Men,

Tidning Upsala, l95l

l. Qb4

C. R. Floorl
Original

+2
J
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are considered to exhibit the Schiffmann theme is
purely a matter of ternr'inology.

As far as I am aware G is unique in combining (a)
and (b). Sxe5 and Qxe5 defeat both the primary threat
Be6 and the secondary 'threat Se7, which follows a
randorn selfblock on e5 (by the bishop)-a good strateglc
problem even though the key is rather makeshift.

First examples
I a l9l7 G. F. Anderson, lst prize Good Compan-

ions (also contains two I c effects)
II a 1904 D. Pirnie, Birmingham Post

III a 1888 Arntz, Fa,milie Journal
I b 1903 Max- Feigl, H.M. Sydney Morning Herald

II b 1921 G. Guidelli - D.
Two-move records
I a 4 P. S, Mussuri, Western Morning News 1929
II a 3 K. A. K. Larsen, Comm. L'Italia Scacc-

,hista, 1930
111 a 2 M. I. Adabashev, Shakhmatny Listok 1929
I b 3 C. R. Flood, H.M. Friends orf Chess, 1971
IIb 2 G.Guidelli - D.
These,are on the basis of the classificatlon described

above; where several examples are known the earliest
has been quoted" I wil! be interested to hear from
readers of any improvements. 3 Squirrels Drey, Edg-
cumbe Park, Crowthorne, Berks., and indeed I arn grate-
ful to Y, tCheylan for details of some of the problerns
listed here.

Other stipulations
Longer problems offer further scope and the antici-

patory effects in II require three moves. The solution
runs l. Se6 thr. R 4ch. 3. Sg7 I . . . Sdxf6 2. Qc6ch.
3. Qe4 1...Sgxf6 2.Pc{ch.3. Sd4 1...Bxf6 2. Sf4ch.
3, Rh5. In each vaniatfon the capture on f6 anticipates
the selfpin Kxe5 and white must find an alternative
to the unptn 3. Sg7. In the selfmate ffeld I like the
congested I because white harnesses ,the power of the
pinned black piece in 'two of the Schiffmann varriations.
White's second rnoves are all ba'ttery openings by the
knight.

The construct[on of the oliginal reflex'mate J prwed
troublesorne. The try 1. Rf5 (thr. 2. Qxd5 Sxf5) exposes
the subsidiary variations. I . . . Rxf5 2. Qxc6 1 . . . Rxe4
2. QxeT l...Senr 2. Kd4, but is rnet by 1...Rg6
forcing tihe white mate Rxh2. The key l. Rf2 perrmits
two additional lines 1...Rg5 2. Pb4 Sb3 and 1...Rh5
2 Sb4 Qxf2. Here btack defends so that the wtrite selfpin
Qxd5 is no longer effective because black would unprin
it by tnterference-and I hope you will agree that the
theme displayed [s the anti-Schiffmann. It's lthe closest
I can manage anyway!

A The Water-Wheel
Muslim mansuba

TASKS AND RECORDS
By C, J. Morse

(A report of the lecture given on February 28, 1975) a
"lasl1:ploblemski rekord" says the index to I

Petrovic's Sahovski Problem (1949), and both White
and Dawson made a similar identification. White de-
scribed task problems, in the introdugtion to Tours
de Force (1906), as "advances in cons,tructive achieve-
ment" and "proiblematic world's records", and defended
them as having historic, if not always artis,tic, import-
ance. Ten years later, in the introduction to Tasks and
Echoes (1915), he re-defined the contenrts of Tours de
Force more accurately as "maximum tasks", and applied
"tasks" more loosely to any problems showing a cumu-
lation of like. or even unlike, elements. But T. R.
Dawson, in the introduction to Ultimate Themes (1938),
criticised White's approach as "l:m,zy", and again equated
task problems with records by defining them as those
"which have marimum or minimum characteristics in
relation to one or more of their space, mediurn,
limitations, and thematic features". Whereas White had
apologetically defended such problems, Dawson claimed
to "see in chess problem maxima and minima the
only rcsults of chess problem rvork of any essential
reality".

There are of coursc important difierences of a'tti-
tude involved. Some problemists are not interested in
tasks or records unless they are also "good chess".
They stress the aesthetic; Dawson stresses the mathe-
matical; and Whitc, laudably, trics to balance the two.
But there is also sorne avoidable confusion and heat 1|
in what I have quoted; and it can be reduced by recog- !nising a difference between the terms "task,, and
"record".

A "task", following the general meaning of the word,
is a definable achievement, normally diffcult and often
new, which a composer sets himself or has set for hirn
by others. Q{eathcote had a similar definition in 1907.)
.lt will usually, by the nature of chess, have a numerical
expression in it, and it may be a new record (e.g.
eight interferences by a BS in a two-mover), but
equlllV it may not. A good example from the past
would be the l00O-years-old An a famous Muslim endine
called "The Water-Wheel", in which the BK is drivei
twice around the board and then mated on his home
square. Other medieval and nineteenth-century prob-
lems-exhibit a string of sacrifices without aiming at a
definite numerical record. More modern examples would
be non-numerical tasks (e.g. a two-mover in which Black
defences by each of his six pieces lead to White mates

{ -Dr. ^O, 
T. Bla_thy C A. J. Fink D N. Petrovic E T. R. Dawson

Mag. Sakkv. IX 930 and Ua Tane Problemist XI 1963 BCM-4946 
--

tst Pr.-9oo-d^Comp. (v*ersion J. Rice andVII 1920 M. Lipton)
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F H. J. Burgess
Braille Ch. Mag

ApL 1946
(Version H. W. Grant
and N.G.G. van Dijk)

G V. Bartolovic
and N. Petrovic

lst H.M. BCF, 1967

H A. Atanasievic
MaL YI, 1974

J V. Onitiu
Chem. Tagebl. IV

1927

K W. Frangen
feenschach Attg 1974

by the same piece) or good settings falling short of the
existing record.

A "record", the narrower term, is a numerical rnaxi-
mum or minimum a la Dawson; it is a less ambiguous
term than "maximum task". I like the term "theoretical
maximum" for a record which cannot be exceeded (e.g.
six promotions by a pawn in orthodox problems). The
numerical element in chess is strong, and the record
problem also has its roots in chess history, going as far
back as the early Indian knight's tours. But it is essen-
tially a modern interest, to an important extent associat-
ed with the modern ooncentration on two-move varia-
tions. The growing interest in records may be related
to the slow exhaustion of the artistic possibilities of
problems. But while there are a few composers who
are particularly hoted for records (e.g. Bettmann and

ic), most well-known composers have tried their
at them.

mates with rninimal White force, currently held by
the ingenious II. They may both be pushed yet further.
But-to end, as I began, with a pattern problem----one
case where the ultimate appears to have been reached
is J, which shows the eight-point star by the BQ with
minimal Black and White force.

Discussion after the lecture led to mention oI K,
a constructed position which allows 35 consecutive
checks by White and Black. Thirty-seven years ago
Dawson said ol the position by Leathem, which then
held the record with 28 checks: "almost certainly un-
beatable". Since then the record has been raised succes-
sively to 31, 32 and 35. Onward, ever onwardt

Most records can be grouped--on a less rigorous
basis than p6'6rs61's-111der five heads:

(a) the maximum powers of the pieces, particarlarly
in two-move variations:

.(b) the cumulation of strategic or other elements,
either successively in longer problems or side by
side in the variations of shorter problems (in-
cluding virtual play);

(c) patterns, as merry-go-rounds, four-oorners, stars,
etc.;

(d) Iength records;
(e) construction records.

Within these groups composers have moved on from
simple records to combinational ones, e.g. duels between
White and Black men, strategic moves by particular
pieces, length records with minimal force, etc.

SOLUTIONS AND NOTES
A-1-36. Sh5; h4; c3; c2; fl; el; d2; c2; b3; b4;

c5; c6; d7; xe5; f6; 96:' b5; xf4; e3t gZ; fl; el; d2;
c2; b3; b4; c5; c6; d7; e5; f6; 96; h5; h4; 93; xf3 mate.
Fers and Alfils. BK's home square on his own colour.
Position as in Murray, illegal by pawn-captures, and
with apparent cook by 10. Sb4, ab! which could be
rectified by deleting a3, since 7. SdZ, Ka3; 8.Sc2 mate.

B-l-17. Qel; d2; dl; xd3; d,t; d2; et; e4; xhl; e4;
el; d2; dl ; d3; fl; xf5; e4; PhZ;
18-120. A.sequence of five moves (Qel; d2; dl; d3; e4)
nineteen times to force the remaining Bp moves, with
two extra moves (Qxhl; e4) four times to capture a
prornoted pawn on hl. 121-127. Qxhl; h7; e4,-B any;
Qel; d2; dl; b3 mate. Apart from tempo-move.s on
the diagonal (which must be to e4, so that if Kcl
then Qel mate), White alternates checks on bottom
rank witl checks on diagonal or ed2 (no't e elsewhere
on second rank which fails to Rc3ch). Black can vary
order of moves on h file, but White's play is all forced.

C-1. Rc8. Ninth self-block set t ..-. dc; 2. RcZ.
Vottt" with cook-tries, no plugs, no duals. The piece-
blocks are all corrections. Starting key rook on cg
would lead to cook (1. cd as well ai 1. RcD. An
inspired problem; one mmposer is said to have dreamt
the position, and the other the kev,

p-1. eRxh3. Two wheels forced by alech, Sxb2oh,elQ, Se3, Re3, Qe7, Sb6ch, eaSch or- Ra6ch or
9ul"t,_ Bxh2, Sxf2, cle, Sc3ch, Sc5ch or Rc3, ec7,
nc]O J$e most complex variation), eg8. Sadly-and
unluckily-a heterodox kev.

E-1. Qd2? Qdl! l. qf+. Note set mates for Sxc5ch
and Qe3, making a Zagoruyko.

F-1. Kb5, withdrawing into four checks. Burgess,s
problem (with. poor- key) was .lost sight of for twenty
years. After it had been rediscovered in 1!)66. thi;

. The.development of records in this, as in other fields,
is fascinating to observe. Some are inspirations like B,
the longest direct mate with minimal White force, in
wrrLich White's play is forced with absolute accuracy,
and C, the mutate of the composers, drearns, which firit
ald most perfectly showed the existing two-move recordof eight self-blocks. But most recolds are painfully
agrled at over time, as the 16 WS mates in actual play
of D, achieved after nrany years of struggle but ;di
with a.heterodox key. Often indeed a be[ter problem
pesuJts if u tT_k i! spread over virtual and actuat play,
bs the same 16 WS mates are in E, or shown in ia,iiy
form; or if something less than the record is aohieved,
as, in Il one of sii examples of nine interferences,
wlereas the two-move record is held by G with ten.This interefence record has been pushed forward in
recent years, as has tfie length-record for series help_

w%t
^w%w*
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%

%

%
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Maximummer S;48 35 consec. checks
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version was independently produced by Grant and
van Dijk.

G-1. dcS.
H-1. clB; 2. Bdl; 3. Ra2; 6. Ka3; 8. Ra6; 10. Ka5;

12. Rb4; 16. Kbl; 17. Ra2; 20. a3:26. Rh4; 27. Bh5;
28. dlB; 29. dBfS; 30. Qg3; 31. Bg5; 37. Ks4; 38. f4,
Bd7 mate. Inspection shows that the BK must be mated
on 94. First BK and BR have to be extricated from the
left-hand trap, and then a box of six Black men has
to be construcied to block the BK. Developed from
earlier problems by J. Zeller and M. Klasinc and L.
Ugren.

J-1. Kc6, Qh3; 2. Kb5, Qc8; 3. d7, Qcl; 4. d8Q,
Qh6; 5. Qe5, Qa6ch; 6. Kb4, Qfl; 7. Qb5, Qfsch;
8. Ka4, Qa3 mate. Black must play his geometrically
longest move. A nine-man setting of this theme by
Dawson and Pauly dating from 1920 was cooked last
year in a Problemist solving tourney. I hope his gem
is sound,

K-1. g8Q, Kf5; 2. g4, Qxg4; 3. e4, Bxe4; 4. Bd7,
RxdT; 5. Sd6" Rxd6; 6. Qds, Bxd5; 7. e4, Qxe4; 8. de,
Bxe4; 9. cd, either Sb5; 10. bRxb5, c5; 11. Rxc5, e5;
12. Rxe5, fe; 13. Sxe5, Bf3; 14. Sg4, Sb5; 15. Qxb5, c5;
16. Qxc5, bc; 17. Rxc5, Be5; 18. Rxe5. All checks.

BOOK REVIEWS
A Short History of Fairy Chess, by Anthony Dickins;
9,000 words. 26 diagrams. Price f2.10 ($6) post free
from the author, 6a Royal Parade, Kew Gardens,
Surrey.

There is much packed into this booklet: an account
of Chinese protochess based on evidence unknown to
Murray, which, without invalidating his view that the
game took on something like its present form in India
about 600 A.D., carries the evolution back one stale
(and several centuries) further; sections on India, Mus-
lim and mediaeval ohess; ful,ler treatment of the inven-
tion of the construction task, helpmate and much else
in the l9th century, and the magpie creativity of
Dawson in the 20th; a glimpse of today's riohes; and a
suggestion for a new international chess script. The
author takes a wide view of his subject, embracing
variants of the game (historioal and unorthodox), prob-
lems, endgames and ohess mathematics. It is all well
writted and clearly argued, and makes a timely appear-
ance when there is controversy about the place of fairy
chess in FIDE tourneys and albums. If it induces
readers to take up Murray's History of Chess or the
author's own Guide to Fairy Chess, so much the better.

C.J.M.
fdea for a Personal Game, and Chessery for Duffer and
Master, by V. R. Parton.

In the first of these, the author describes two new
kinds of pieces, the "partonici" pawn, which moves
any number of squares orthogonally or diagonally for-
wards until reaching the eighth rank, after which it
may move backwards, and the "sub-pawn", similar
to the above but restricted to moving one square at a
time. Captures are made by playing a pawn between
two or more enemy pieces in a straight line, or the op-
posite, playing two pawns on the ends of a line of
enemy pieces. The first side to capture an agreed num-
ber of enemy pawns wins the game. The idea can also
be extended to include the ordinary chess pieces, and
ma! be played on larger boards.

In the second booklet, issued after his death on Dec.

3lst, 1974, Mr. Parton reviews a number of variations
of the normal game, all based on Alician Chess, some
of which had been described in his previous publica-
tions. For the absolute duffer, additional rules are in- 1
troduced to restrict each side to forward moves only;l
but it is "Meddlers Chess" that catches the eye: each -
player has two moves-one to move one of his own
king-side pieces, and one to move one of his oppon-
ent's queert-side pieces! The ultimate comes, however,
with his "Futuristic Chessery Game" which incorpor-
ates many of the extra pieces, such as the Gorgon,
Dragon, Chimaera, Capricorn, Harpy, Mimotaur, and,
the most fearsome of all, the Fury, that combines the
powers of many of the others (see review p316, March,
1973). It is sad to think that there will be no more of
these pleasing extravaganzas. c.v.

OTHER COLUMN,S
Tiilskrift fiir Schack. A page of original problems each
month in this general chess magazine, under the direc-
tion of Hilding Frdberg, Midg?irdsvagen 8, 5-136 44
Handen, Sweden. Direct mates, selfmates and helpmates,
but no fairies.
Magyar Sakkelet. A three-page section devoted to prob-
lems (2*, 3+, H+, no fairies) and studies in this quar-
terly chess magazine; there are two-rnovers by Cheylan
and Mansfield among the four originals of the June
issue. Address: H-l363 Budapest, Postaflok 52,
Hungary.
Themes 64. +2 to J. P. Boyer, 38 Rue Louis-Blanc,
F-75010 Paris; 3* to F. Cuilbot, 8 av Marie-Amelie,
F-94000 Cretail; more-movers to B. Fargette, 228 av1
Roger-salengro, F-92370 Chaville; studies to Fl
Fargette, l0 rue de la Closerie, F-78240 Chambourcylr
fairies and retros to J.-M. Trillon, 111 rue de Paris,
F 

-94220 
Charenton-le-Pont,

Probleemblad direct mates to P. le Grand, Spiegelstraat
35, Hengelo, Holland; fairies to K. Smulders, Diese-
ghemlei 122, F.-2510 Mortsel, Belgium.
Problemas. +2, *3, fairies to A. F. Arguelles, Av
Principe Asturias 35, 4', 2a, Barcelona 12, Spain.
Sinfonie Scacchistic.he. *2, +3, H*2 to Gino Mentasti,
Via Grottin 53, l-16012 Busalla, Italy.
diagrammes. With the latest issue comes a sot of dupli-
cated sheEts giving a provisional list of publ'ications
throughout the world that cater for chess problems.
The list is classified by country and type of magazine
and. problem published, and includes details, addresses

and subscription rate. Congratulations to M. Boyer for
producing suoh a useful work of reference'

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS BY C. J. FEATHER

I-1. Rf5 Bxg6 2. Bf6 Bf7 1. Bh8 Rxg5 2. Rf6 Re5.
II-1. Be5 dsc6 2. Brc6 Sc8 l. Be7 aSc6 2. Rxc6 Sb7.
III-(a) 1. Qf7 Qxd3 2. Kf6 Qd4 (b) 1. Be4 Qxcr6
2. Kfs Qd5. IV-(a) 1. QxeT Bc8 2. Qd7 PxdT 3. Ke6
PdSQ O) 1. QxdT Re8 2. Qd8 Pe7 3. Ke6 Pxd8Q.
l--(a) 1. Qe6 Bg7+ 2. Kd5+ Se3 (b) 1. Qc6 Rxc5+
2. Kd6+ Se4. VI-l. Ba3 Sc5* 2. Pxci Qa4 1. bSa3

Qc4+ 2. Pxc4 Sc5. Vn-l. Rd2 Rf4+ 2. Kd3 Sfza
1. Qd4 Sf2 2. Kd5 Se3 l. Sd3 gSe3* 2. Kd4 Rf4 (w.l
cycle). V[I-l. Qe4 Qe5 2. Se7 Qd4 1. Qe3 Qe6 2. Se5 -
Qd5. IX-(a) 1. Rxd5* Kg4 2. Rd6 Rc5 (b) 1. Bxd3*
Kf6 2. Be2 Qc2. X-1. Rg2 Bxg2 2. Kxc6 Sc3 1. Qdl
Rxdl 2. Kd6 Sf4.

Note. t. Rgl? or 1. Qel? and W is in Zugzwang!


